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Annual Paving Schedule is Underway

Harrisonburg, Va. – The city of Harrisonburg’s Public Works Department has begun its annual paving of selected roadways throughout the city.

Every year starting in June, the department coordinates and manages this maintenance project, which resurfaces streets based on the condition of the asphalt.

The prioritized streets are milled and then repaved. The milling operation consists of removing approximately one to two inches of old pavement and replacing it with new asphalt several days later.

There will be interruptions to the regular flow of traffic in areas where the milling and paving operations will be taking place. Some work during the nighttime hours will also take place on streets that are busier with vehicular traffic. The area will be marked with signs to alert motorists.

Motorists are reminded to slow down and use caution when traveling around crews working along the roadway.

To view a complete list of streets that will be repaved, visit www.HarrisonburgVA.gov/paving-schedule.

This schedule is subject to change due to weather conditions or unforeseen maintenance on equipment.

The City of Harrisonburg is centrally located in the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia. It is home to almost 55,000 people. More information about the City of Harrisonburg is online at www.HarrisonburgVA.gov.
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